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Border Rivers Water Strategy  
Challenges and shortlisted actions

The NSW Government is taking action to improve long-term water security for the Border Rivers. The 
Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy sets out a shortlist of proposed actions to help deliver healthy 
and resilient water resources for a liveable and prosperous region. 

Your voice is important

This is your opportunity to let us know which actions you support and think should be implemented to 
help set the region up for the future. 

This questionnaire will take approximately 15 minutes to complete, and your response can remain 
anonymous if you wish (see question 7).

Questions marked with an asterisk (*) require an answer.

If you have any questions about the questionnaire, please email: regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au

You can also provide feedback via our submission platform. 

1. Your details

* Email address:

* Name:

* Address:

* Contact phone number:

* Do you identify as an Aboriginal person? (select one)
 Yes   No   Choose not to answer

*  Are you making this submission as an individual or as a representative of 
an organisation? (select one)
 Individual   Organisation

https://water.dpie.nsw.gov.au/plans-and-programs/regional-water-strategies/upcoming-public-exhibition/border-rivers-regional-water-strategy
mailto:mailto:regionalwater.strategies%40dpie.nsw.gov.au?subject=
https://dpe.mysocialpinpoint.com.au/border-rivers
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2. Organisation or business details

If making this submission as a representative of an organisation,  
who do you represent? (select one)
Government (select one)

 Commonwealth   New South Wales   State other   Local

 Local Water Utility

Peak representative organisation (select one)

 Environment   Industry   Business group or business chamber   Community

Aboriginal organisation (select one)

 Yes   No  

 Other (select and provide details) 

 N/A

3. Regional water challenges

We have identified five water challenges that are an immediate priority. More detail about each 
regional challenge is available in the Consultation Paper.

1 Increased surface water security risks for towns in the region
Less reliable flows in rivers and creeks will increase water security and water quality risks for towns 
and rural landholders that rely on these water sources.

2 Risk of reduced water availability will impact the regional economy
The region’s main economy of agriculture relies on water accessed through general security licences 
which has low reliability. A drier future could increase the frequency and severity of droughts and 
further reduce the reliability of licences. This would have significant impacts on the regional economy. 

3 Dismantling barriers to Aboriginal water rights
‘We can’t sing our song no more, we can’t live on the river no more to look after her, for you all’ (Gomeroi)

Yaama Nginda Gomeroi Wunnungulda. We are Gomeroi, we have our way of doing business. You have to be 
invited to sit around our fire. We share language and we engage together. You are asked to identify who you 
are and what you represent and be clear in your intent. Then, and only then can we do business together.

4 Sustaining the health and resilience of natural ecosystems
River regulation, extraction and water infrastructure operations have changed flow variability, water 
quantity and water quality. This has impacted the health of water-dependent ecosystems and assets in 
the region and connected valleys, affecting the resilience of water dependent ecosystems.
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5 Improving connectivity to support downstream need
Extended cease-to-flow and low-flow periods create risks for towns, basic landholder rights and high 
priority environmental needs at the end of the Border Rivers system and further downstream.  A drier 
future could increase their frequency and severity of cease-to-flow and low flow periods. 

Do you agree that these are the priority water challenges for the Border Rivers 
region that we need to focus on? (select one)

 Yes   No

If no, please outline what you see as the priority water challenges in this region over 
the next 20 – 40 years?
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4. Addressing the challenges

We have developed four regional priorities with actions under each. We want to know which of the 
actions you support.

The regional priorities are:

1 Address knowledge gaps and make information easily accessible 

2 Do more with less water

3 Make the region more resilient to climate variability

4 Share water differently to address the critical needs of Border Rivers and downstream users

Priority 1: Address knowledge gaps and make information easily accessible
The actions shortlisted under this priority will:

 • fill knowledge gaps 

 • make information more accessible so Aboriginal people, water managers and users have access to 
the right amount of information at the right time to help them make decisions.

Proposed action Do you support this action?

1.1 Improve public access to climate information and water 
availability forecasts

 Yes  No

1.2 Develop ongoing arrangements for participation of local 
Aboriginal people in water management

 Yes  No

1.3 Improve understanding of river flows, water use and water 
quality at priority locations in the Border Rivers

 Yes  No

1.4 Invest in continuous improvement in water modelling in the 
Border Rivers region

 Yes  No

A) Do you have any comments on the proposed actions identified?
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Priority 2: Do more with less water
The actions shortlisted under this priority will:

 • use water more efficiently

 • achieve shared benefits from water delivery and maximise social, cultural, economic and 
environmental outcomes when water is used.

Proposed action Do you support this action?

2.1 Support adoption of on-farm water use efficiency measures  Yes  No

2.2 Coordinate the management of irrigation water releases and 
water for the environment to improve ecological outcomes

 Yes  No

2.3 Identify and address physical barriers to the delivery of water 
for the environment

 Yes  No

2.4 Provide clarity and certainty for environmental needs during 
drought operations

 Yes  No

A) Do you have any comments on the proposed actions identified?
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Priority 3: Make the region more resilient to climate variability
The actions shortlisted under this priority will:

 • encourage agricultural diversification through investigating increasing the availability of high 
security licences 

 • explore opportunities to make sure the water entitlement and access framework can cater to the 
development of emerging industries

 • support Aboriginal people to be more involved in water management, by both sharing their 
traditional knowledge and contributing to decision making

 • reduce the impact of infrastructure and land management on fish and water dependent 
ecosystems. 

Proposed action Do you support this action?

3.1 Increase the availability of high security water access 
licences

 Yes  No

3.2 Ensure the water management framework can support 
sustainable economic diversification

 Yes  No

3.3 Support place-based initiatives to deliver cultural outcomes 
for Aboriginal people

 Yes  No

3.4 Support Aboriginal business opportunities in the Border 
Rivers region

 Yes  No

3.5 Mitigate the impact of water infrastructure on native fish  Yes  No

3.6 Fully implement the NSW Floodplain Harvesting Policy  Yes  No

3.7 Remediate unapproved floodplain structures  Yes  No

3.8 Identify significant riparian, wetland or floodplain reaches to 
protect or rehabilitate

 Yes  No

A) Do you have any comments on the proposed actions identified?
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Priority 4: Share water differently to address critical water needs of Border Rivers 
and downstream users
The actions shortlisted under this priority will:

 • build knowledge of the critical needs of the region

 • secure water sources for towns

 • make water policy and water determinations adaptable in response to changing climate conditions

 • investigate ways to improve connectivity through the system and with the Barwon–Darling River.

Proposed action Do you support this action?

4.1 Map critical drought refugia  Yes  No

4.2 Support towns to understand if groundwater can provide 
a reliable water supply when surface water availability is 
limited

 Yes  No

4.3 Investigate innovative projects to support bushfire efforts  Yes  No

4.4 Investigate sustainable levels of groundwater extraction 
in the Border Rivers Alluvium and the Great Artesian Basin 
aquifers

 Yes  No

4.5 Investigate ways to improve connectivity with the 
Barwon-Darling on a multi-valley scale

 Yes  No

A) Do you have any comments on the proposed actions identified?
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5. Other comments

A) Should any proposed actions in this consultation paper not be shortlisted and why?

B) Should any other options in Attachment 1 of the Consultation Paper be shortlisted and why?

6. Implementation of the Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy

An Implementation Plan will be included in the final Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy. 

A) Which actions should be implemented first and why?
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Making your submission public
To promote transparency and open government, we intend to make all submissions publicly available 
on our website, or in reports. Your name or your organisation’s name may appear in these reports with 
your feedback attributed.

If you would like your submission and/or feedback to be kept confidential, please let us know 
when making your submission. 

If you request that your submission is to be kept confidential, it will not be published on our website 
or included in any relevant reports; however, it will still be subject to the Government Information 
Public Access Act 2009.

Your submission will be stored securely, consistent with the department’s Records Management Policy 
and you have the right to request access to, and correction of, your personal information held by 
the department.

Further details can be found in our privacy statement available on our website.  
www.industry.nsw.gov.au/privacy

7.  Information on confidentiality and privacy *

I give permission for my submission to be publicly available on the NSW Department of Planning and 
Environment website. 

 Yes  No

I would like my personal details to be kept confidential. 

 Yes   No

8. Would you like to be kept updated on progress on the development and 
implementation of the Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy? 

 Yes   No

If yes, please provide your details below. 

* Email address:

* Name:

* Address:

* Contact phone number:

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/privacy
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9. How did you hear about the Public Exhibition of this strategy?

We are interested to know how you heard about the opportunity to make a submission. Please indicate 
the communication methods below:

Newspaper Radio Department of Planning and Environment website

Direct email Social media Have your say NSW Government website 

Communication from peak body  Word of mouth 

Other (select and provide details)

10. Additional Information

If you would like to provide any supporting documents to help us understand your feedback, please 
email these from the same email you provided in this form or attach supporting documents to this form 
if you are returning your submission by mail.

All submissions on the draft Border Rivers Regional Water Strategy will be reviewed following the 
public exhibition period. 

Please email your completed submission and any supporting documents to: 

regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au

Or post to: 

Regional Water Strategies 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 
Locked Bag 5022 
Parramatta NSW 2124 

Submissions close Wednesday 29 June 2022, 11.59pm

Further details on all regional water strategies can be found on our website 
www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/regional-water-strategies

Thank you for your submission.

mailto:mailto:regionalwater.strategies%40dpie.nsw.giv.au%20%20?subject=
https://www.dpie.nsw.gov.au/regional-water-strategies

	Details - Name: Armidale Branch of the National Parks Association of NSW
	Details - Address: please use email address 
Armidale NSW 2350
	Do you identify as an Aboriginal person?: No
	Are you making this submission as an individual or as a representative ofan organisation?: Organisation
	If making this submission as a representative of an organisation,who do you represent?: Community
	2 - Other (specify): regional branch of an environmental organisation
	Do you agree that these are the priority water challenges for the Gwydir region thatwe need to focu: Yes
	If no, please outline what you see as the priority water challenges in this region overthe next 20 : There is also a need to maintain and if possible improve connectivity within unregulated streams in the upper and middle catchment in times of drought. Few streams have rules that protect any low flows. The rules about not pumping from pools when there is no flow are very important. That rule should always be not pumping when there is no outflow. While many people with licences to pump love their riverlife and want to protect pools as a refuge for wildlife as well as a water source for stock, and perhaps their domestic needs, others would have pumped all the water out of any pool they could get to during the height of the drought if these rules did not exist, so we thank successive governments for establishing, maintaining and enforcing the rule. But by the end of the drought only big pools still contained water and live fish.  When small pools are at risk of drying up, fish, rakali, platypus and some turtles need to be able to move to better pools, and the dry areas in between can't contribute to sustaining their food. We support extension of the concept, currently applied only in Tenterfield Creek, of requiring that after a stream has ceased to flow pumping is not permitted for 24 hours. This lets a storm flow go further and refill other pools downstream for both people and wildlife, as well as enabling fish movement. Unlike low flow protection rules that depend on someone finding a suitable place to set up up depth gauge and working out the right water depth to put in licence conditions, this rule could be applied with little cost. Please add to your actions trialling application of this rule in many other unregulated streams. Its effects for both people and ecosystems should then be monitored in the next dry season or drought.
	Proposed Action 1: 
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes

	Priority 1 - Comments: 1.3  should not be restricted to priority locations. When work is restricted to priority locations, find out which sections of unregulated rivers were most important as drought refuges for fish and wildlife in 2019 before setting priorities (we know you consider human and ecological priorities for regulated river environments). Improved understanding is needed in relation to water properties, use and attitudes to surface and groundwater, and to its scarcity, throughout catchments, to inform how government policies and landholders can best respond to climate change. This should include attitudes to wildlife that depends on water as much as we do (e.g. pools to drink from in severe droughts, live plants along creeks to feed on during and after drought, fish survival). From knowing people living along unregulated streams in the Border Rivers as well as people closer to Armidale, we believe is would be useful to survey a wide range of rural land holders asking them to reflect now on what they valued during the extreme drought in 2019 as well as how they survived it, what they learnt and what longer-term costs the choices people make may have. For example, attitudes to sticking to the rules about not pumping from pools or letting flow pass to benefit others, and attitudes to how to prepare for the future.1.3 and 1.4 Some Government work/expenditure has been focused too much on regulated rivers, at the expense of improving the way we treat their catchments, starting with the way soil and surface vegetation (grass/crops) are managed, then watercourses, creeks and riparian lands. The amount of water infiltrating into soils vs running off has probably changed and will change more, not only as rainfall intensity tends to change but also with the way people are managing land (e.g. attempting to restore soil carbon for multiple benefits). Understanding this, and attitudes to it, is important due to its economic, ecological hydrological and environmental effects. If river flow models start with assumptions about runoff, continuous improvement should include work on this. There is a crying need to fix the problems caused by past lack of consideration for the downstream effects of high levels of water use, notably from regulated rivers, so do keep trying to improve this aspect of water management and modelling to that end as well.
	Proposed Action 2: 
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes

	Priority 2 - Comments: 2.1 Doing this all across the catchment could help ecosystems along unregulated rivers as well as people.2.2 Co-ordination is good but environmental releases still have to be timed to meet environmental needs. The decisions on how and when environmental water is released should be made by an Environmental Water Advisory Group with relevant expertise, as it is in the Gwydir (except for normal daily environmental flow releases).2.3 The emphasis of this action should be on removal rather than identification and investigation, as the barriers are already well known. We are pleased to see that Morella watercourse is one of the identified focus areas, in view of its significance both to First Peoples cultures and ecologically. The watercourse misses out on flows partly as a result of blocking of a lot of the floodplain at the entry to the Whalan Creek, as well as interference with floodplain flows closer to the watercourse. Priority should be given to working out how to respectfully enable more natural delivery of water and full recovery and regeneration of the Morella watercourse system. We trust that a delivery channel or similar engineered approach is not envisaged.Enabling delivery of 
	Proposed Action 3: 
	1: No
	2: Off
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	5: Yes
	6 : No
	7 : Yes
	8 : Yes

	Priority 3 - Comments: 3.1 We are concerned that this may have adverse environmental consequences, especially if climate change is worse than predicted. Given that there are some high security licences, as well as groundwater licences, and that there was only limited interest from the community in changing to more permanent plantings, we do not think it wise to allow the volume or high security licences to be increased more than 3-fold as proposed. If any conversion is permitted, we suggest it should be to create quite small entitlements such that some property owners could establish a small permanent crop, or a crop that needs to be grown for several years to be economic, to diversify their income.3.2 It is unclear what change to the water management framework is proposed and what is meant by "sustainable" economic diversification. National Parks Association would not support any change that gave higher priority to supplying water to industry than to the environment. We appreciate the concept of helping communities be at less risk from  high dependence on irrigation or other industries with high dependence on water, notably through drought given the predicted decline in water availability. We do not object to economic diversification but might object to some types of new industry if we felt it was not ecologically sustainable.3.5 Preventing fish being sucked into big pumps should become mandatory and funded by the pump owner. We understand that some irrigators are keen to save fish so we appreciate the efforts they have made, but the rate of progress on this issue has been far too slow. Setting a date when it will be mandatory would increase the incentive to either install approved types of screens or find other effective economical ways to do this. It is appalling that Cunninghams Weir is still blocking fish passage when it was identified 30 years ago as un-needed and a priority barrier to remove. We understand that local people have worked out how to remove it and create better bank-protecting fish habitat in it's place so we hope this happens rapidly, as well as adding fishways to weirs that cannot be removed and addressing other priority barriers to fish movement.There is wide community interest in fish so it is likely that there would be community interest in reducing, or avoiding creation of, more barriers if there was a positive community awareness campaign combined with support for good community or local government projects.3.6 We object to implementation of the current floodplain harvesting policy, although we agree that floodplain harvesting should be regulated. The current policy does not give priority to the environment as required by the WM Act and does not constrain the times of harvesting to the relatively infrequent times when water is not needed downstream to meet environmental watering requirements including the need for small and large freshes, flows into and out of wetlands and across floodplains of Macintyre and the Barwon and Baaka. Cummulative impacts of the harvesting as well as the impacts of harvesting from particular locations should be thoroughly assessed and greatly reduced. The rules should not enable free capture of rainfall runoff above the 10% harvestable right.3.7 All unapproved floodplain structures should be removed at the cost of the owner. Owners should not have any floodplain harvesting licences.Approved floodplain structures that cause major problems either for neighbours or downstream ecosystems should also be removed or altered to substantially reduce their impacts (after working out how with the owners and other people with relevant skills or local knowledge). 3.8 the action required is more than identifying and investigating: much more funding should be allocated to actual rehabilitation. The value of this can be increased by seeking resources from others (be it funding for revegetation for carbon capture or other reasons), volunteer effort, assistance from businesses and community groups (such Tenterfield's as Ozfish and Aboriginal groups which are keen to organise this work). There are many sites already identified. It is important to prioritise use of public funds but this should not only be to sites that government identifies as high priority. To build support for better management of riparian, wetland and floodplain ecosystems across the region and address the challenge,  priority should also be given to assisting landholders and community groups that have good projects they can implement well.
	Proposed Action 4: 
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	5: Yes

	Priority 4 - Comments: 4.1 This is an important project. We hope this includes identifying which aquatic refugia are also likely to be important to terrestrial fauna that need water to drink, moist foliage to eat in a drought (like riparian koala food trees) and/or native vegetation habitats near water.4.2 All councils should be encouraged to reduce their own demand, residential demand and to work with businesses to lower unrestricted demand. This should be a mandatory part of their water planning. Growth in population or economic production could then be met without imposing additional demand on their water sources and the ecosystems that also depend on these. Groundwater can then be kept for when it is most needed and any problems associated with its water quality kept to a minimum.4.4 We are pleased that sustainability of use of both the alluvial aquifer and GAB intake area is being assessed. Physical, ecological, social and economic sustainability of groundwater use should be considered in the long-term context. Please ensure any impacts of the last drought on groundwater-dependent ecosystems are investigated along with changes in groundwater outflow to streams like the Dumaresq and recharge. 4.5 This is most important. The Border Rivers should be supplying water to connect wetlands along the Barwon with their river as well as connecting pools. For example some of the big old river redgum trees in Barwon Nature Reserve and Barwon Community Conservation Area  south of Collarenebri were greatly stressed by the recent drought. They needed a good drink and to have deep soil moisture restored to avoid dying so that they could continue to support wildlife through this century into the next one. Regeneration of redgums seedlings depends on periodic watering to grow the next generation. We will make further comments on this in a submission on the Western Regional Water Strategy since that is where the details of this option are.
	5: 
	 Other Comments - A: Those we do not support should be changed as discussed.
	 Other Comments - B: While we do wish to see option 23 restored as such because supplying a constant flow past Mungindi would not reflect natural variability, the existing daily environmental outflows from Pindari dam should be protected all the way to Mungindi. We are disappointed that the options currently being discussed in relation to connectivity do not include any means of ensuring that very low flows and cease to flow periods in the Barwon are close to their natural frequency and duration.We are very pleased that the Mole River dam, inland diversions and raising of Mungindi Weir are not to proceed because they would each have had unacceptable ecological consequences. We are also pleased that the idea of piping stock and domestic water instead of supplying through the Boomi river has been dropped because the water currently also has environmental values.

	6: 
	 Implementation of the Gwydir Regional Water Strategy - A: 

	7 - I give permission for my submission: Yes
	7 - I would like my personal details to be kept confidential: Yes
	8: 
	 Would you like to be kept updated on progress on the development andimplementation of the Gwydir: Yes
	 Updates - Name: Armidale Branch of the National Parks Association of NSW
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